Vertical-plane sound localization probed with ripple-spectrum noise.
Ripple-spectrum stimuli were used to investigate the scale of spectral detail used by listeners in interpreting spectral cues for vertical-plane localization. In three experiments, free-field localization judgments were obtained for 250-ms, 0.6-16-kHz noise bursts with log-ripple spectra that varied in ripple density, peak-to-trough depth, and phase. When ripple density was varied and depth was held constant at 40 dB, listeners' localization error rates increased most (relative to rates for flat-spectrum targets) for densities of 0.5-2 ripples/oct. When depth was varied and density was held constant at 1 ripple/oct, localization accuracy was degraded only for ripple depths > or = 20 dB. When phase was varied and density was held constant at 1 ripple/oct and depth at 40 dB, three of five listeners made errors at consistent locations unrelated to the ripple phase, whereas two listeners made errors at locations systematically modulated by ripple phase. Although the reported upper limit for ripple discrimination is 10 ripples/oct [Supin et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 106, 2800-2804 (1999)], present results indicate that details finer than 2 ripples/oct or coarser than 0.5 ripples/oct do not strongly influence processing of spectral cues for sound localization. The low spectral-frequency limit suggests that broad-scale spectral variation is discounted, even though components at this scale are among those contributing the most to the shapes of directional transfer functions.